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Abstract 

This paper presents a technique to quickly localize an impact applied to a structure and 

assess its energy level. From acceleration measurements the technique identifies the 

contribution of specific vibration modes to the response as a signature of impact 

parameters. The approach is experimentally validated for a simply supported aluminum 

plate undergoing impacts, with help of one sensor only. Results show that an impact 

applied at any point of the plate is localized in a reduced zone and that both impact 

duration and intensity are accurately estimated.  

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Aircraft Ground Operations involve multiple vehicles simultaneously approaching the 

fuselage with a potential risk of collision and damage to the airframe. In such a case, 

quick and precise reporting of the event is key and allows defining appropriate 

maintenance procedure. In order to optimize this procedure, there is an interest for a 

real-time impact detection system that could localize a ground impact within a limited 

zone, assess its energy level and trigger the inspection. 

 

The impact identification problem consists in solving two uncoupled inverse problems 

with help of some sensor measurements. The impact has to be localized (localization 

problem) and the load history has to be reconstructed (reconstruction problem). Even 

with the assumption of a linear structure with time invariant properties, research is still 

ongoing to develop an impact identification technique that is both accurate and time 

efficient. 

 

The reconstruction problem can be formulated as a linear inverse problem given that the 

load history is linked to the response of the structure by a convolution product with an 

impulse response function. Yet the deconvolution problem is poorly conditioned and the 

solution is strongly sensitive to measurement noise. Many regularization techniques 

have been developed in time or frequency domain to find stable solutions [1-12]. For 

instance Tikhonov regularization consists in minimizing a mixt criterion involving both 

the norm of the solution and the distance predictions-measurements. 
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The localization problem can be formulated with an approach based on the time of 

arrival delays of elastic waves at sensor locations [4][13][14]. Sweeping techniques 

have been developed to avoid using a velocity model that is difficult to establish for a 

complex structure. It consists in defining a grid of possible impact points, arbitrarily [1] 

or through an optimization procedure [3][6], and  solving the linear reconstruction 

problem at each of these points. The candidate point that minimizes the distance 

predictions-measurements is selected as the impact point. This kind of technique 

generally requires a higher computation time. 

 

Eventually non model-based techniques using neural networks have been developed 

[15]. A sensor network combined with a machine learning algorithm can be trained to 

quickly detect impacts. The real-time application is promising but an impact event 

different from the training data set is not guaranteed to be correctly identified. 

 

In this paper an impact identification technique based on the estimation of a modal 

participation vector is presented. It is a generalization of the work developed by Wang 

in [12]. It is shown that knowing the contribution of specific vibration modes in the 

response allows determining impact parameters if sensors are smartly located. A least-

squares procedure is used to estimate the modal participation vector and the impact 

duration. A discrimination analysis using the estimated modal participation vector is 

then employed to identify an impact area and the intensity of the impact. The method is 

experimentally validated on a simply supported aluminum plate undergoing impacts.  

  

2. Theoretical formulation 
 

The impact response is analytically derived by using the modal superposition technique 

describing the response as a sum of vibration modes in different proportions. The modal 

participation vector is then defined before dealing with the impact identification 

problem. 

2.1. Impact response using modal superposition 

 

The structure is assumed to be a linear system with time invariant mechanical properties 

and � degrees of freedom that are stored in the vector � = �!… �!
!. The structure is 

clamped (no rigid body modes) and initially at rest. An impact is applied at point index 

� with the load history � � = ��(�) where � is the impact shape of duration � such 

that � � ��
!

!
= 1  and where � is a real number defining the impact intensity. From 

[16] the equations of motion of the structure in matrix form in these conditions are  

 

 

�� � +  �� � +�� � = � �  

� � = �   ∀� < 0 

 � � = �   ∀� < 0 

 

(1) 

where �,�,� are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and where 

only the � component of the �×1 vector � �  is not null and equal to �(�).  
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By noting � the modal matrix normalized with respect to the mass matrix, it can be 

shown with the modal superposition technique applied to (1) that the displacement �! of 

any point index � of the structure is given by  

 

 �! � = � �!"

!

!!!

�!" � ∗ �! �  
(2) 

 

Where �!" is the �, �  component of � and � ∗ �! is the convolution product between 

the impact shape and the impulse response of the �-th modal coordinate. �! is defined by 

�! � =
!

!!

�
!!!!!!! sin �!�  with �!! the natural pulsation and �! the modal damping of 

the �-th mode. Equation (2) clearly shows that �! is linear with respect to the impact 

shape � whereas impact point coordinates are embedded in the non-linear terms �!". 

2.2. Modal participation vector  

 

By separating in (2) the terms depending on sensor location � and impact shape � and 

the terms depending on impact point � and impact intensity � it can be shown that 

 

 
�! � = �� � .�� 

 
(3) 

with �� � = �!! � ∗ �! � …�!" � ∗ �! �  
! and �� = � �!!…�!"

!. 

 

Equation (3) shows that the impact point � and intensity � determine the contribution of 

the different vibration modes at any point of the structure through the �×1 vector �� 

called the modal participation vector. Note that (3) also describes an acceleration 

response by derivating twice with respect to time.  

 

Assuming that only a subset of � ≪ � modes is known, e.g. the � first ones, the 

truncated modal response is now linearly related to the truncated �×1 modal 

participation vector �� = � �!!…�!"

!

. 

2.3. Problem statement  

 

To simplify the presentation it is assumed that the impact shape can reasonably well be 

represented by a half-sine. The unknown impact parameters become the impact point �, 

the impact intensity � and the impact duration �. Given � vibration modes and � 

measured response data �! �!
!!!!!

 provided by a sensor located in � at times 

�! = �Δ�, with Δ� the sensor’s sampling period, the objective is to identify the impact 

parameters �, �,� .  

 

From (3) the �×1 truncated modal participation vector �� can be estimated 

simultaneously with � by a least-squares minimization (described in [17]) 

 

 ��,� = argmin �� �! ,� .��  − �! �!
!

!

!!!

  (4) 
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where the superscript . refers to an approximation given that measured data are noised 

and depend on the � modes. The unknown couple �, �  is embedded in the modal 

participation vector �� and a method has been developed to estimate a reduced impact 

area and the impact intensity from the estimation ��. 

 

3. Description of the method 
 

The method to estimate the unknown couple �, �  from the truncated modal 

participation vector is presented through the case of a simply supported beam 

undergoing an impulse of unknown location and intensity. Theoretical results for an 

arbitrary structure undergoing an arbitrary impact are quickly introduced regarding the 

choice of the � vibration modes, the sensor location �, the sampling period Δ� and the 

measurement duration � = �Δ�. 

3.1. Discriminating modes 

 

To illustrate the link between the modal participation vector and the impact point 

consider a simply supported beam undergoing an impulse at an arbitrary point � with an 

arbitrary intensity �. By definition the contribution of the first mode in the response is 

�! = ��!!. If �! is known it can been seen on Figure 1 that given the symmetry of the 

first mode both � and its symmetric �∗ can excite the first mode in the proportion �!. 

Yet if �! = ��!! is also known Figure 1 shows that the symmetric �∗ can be 

discriminated given that the second mode is antisymmetric. In conclusion only an 

impact at point � can excite the two first modes in the proportions �! �!
!. Hence  �� 

truncated to the two first modes allows identifying an impact applied anywhere on the 

beam.  

 

 
Figure 1: Impact point identification on a simply supported beam using the modal participation 

vector truncated to the two first modes 

 

There is however the particular case of a sensor located at the center of the beam which 

is the modal node of the second mode. In this case �� � = �! �  0
! hence the second 

mode does not contribute to the response and it cannot be decided if the impact occurred 

at � or �∗.  

Impact intensity is then easily identified once the impact point � is determined. Given 

that �� = � �!! �!!
! the impact intensity is the collinearity factor between �� and 

the � column of the 2×� matrix ��.  
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3.2. General case 

 

In general only an estimation of the modal participation vector �� = �� + � is 

available where � ∈ �� is the estimation error vector. The previous discussion suggests 

to introduce a collinearity tolerance and to look for the columns of �� that are roughly 

collinear to ��. This discriminating procedure might identify several candidate impact 

points �! and impact intensities �!. Yet it can be shown that this method is robust and 

accurate for both the localization and reconstruction problems, with a proper choice of 

the discriminating modes and of the collinearity tolerance.   

3.3. Choice of the parameters 

 

When the measurement duration is large, the sampling period and impact duration are 

small, the asymptotic condition number κ of the matrix that we need to invert to solve 

the least-squares minimization (4) is such that 

 

 
� ≤ max

!,!

Φ!"

Φ!"

!

.max
!,!

�!!

�!!

.max
!,!

�!

�!
 

 

(5) 

for an acceleration response, whereas it is bounded by �!!/�!!
!

 for a displacement 

response. This formulation traduces that it is easier to extract noise from acceleration 

data than from displacement data given that amplitudes are roughly amplified by a 

factor �!
!. In addition accelerometers are in practice more convenient for vibration 

measurements than displacement sensors that usually need a reference point. Given that 

� depends on the largest ratio �!!/�!! it is not recommended to keep a large number of 

modes in the analysis. Eventually equation (5) shows that � depends on the largest ratio 

Φ!"/Φ!"

!

 which suggests to position the sensor at a location where the largest ratio, 

in absolute value, between the mode shapes at this location is as close to 1 as possible. 

In the case of the beam the two neutral points �! and �! are represented on Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: Neutral sensor locations to reduce the condition number of the problem  
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4. Experimental 2D application 
 

The method has been experimentally tested on a rectangular aluminum plate undergoing 

impacts. The theoretical choices of the method’s parameters are deduced from the study 

of the beam given that any horizontal or vertical slice of the plate is a simply supported 

beam.  The objective of the experiment is to localize an impact within a proximity 

tolerance � = 4 �� from the true impact location and to assess impact intensity and 

duration. 

4.1. Set-up description 

 

The set-up consists in a rectangular aluminum plate (36��×42��×3��, � =

72.5���, � = 0.33 and � = 2790 ��/�!) mounted on a specific assembly that 

experimentally reproduces simply supported boundary conditions [18]. One 

accelerometer 352C22 PCB Piezotronics is used and impacts are applied with the 

impact hammer IH-02 Tenlee Piezotronics (Figure 3). Load history and acceleration 

data are recorded with m+p Analyzer Rev 5.1 with a sampling frequency of 12.8��� 

and a measurement duration of 0.11�. 

 

 
Figure 3: Presentation of the experimental set-up manufactured by Vancouver2 

4.2. Results 

 

A modal analysis of the plate is performed to identify the three first natural pulsations 

and modal dampings (�!" = 595 ���/�,�!" = 1406 ���/�, �!" = 1692 ���/� and 

�! = 0.99%, �! = 0.26%, �! = 0.6%). Given the imposed proximity tolerance � a 

finite element model of the plate discretized in 8×8 CQUAD8 elements is created with 

NASTRAN to compute the three first vibration modes. The � localization is successful 

for an impact occurring at the center of an element only if candidate nodes that are 

derived from the method are part of impacted element.  
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4.2.1. Detailed results for one impact 

 

An impact is applied at point � = �! = 20��,�! = 29��  with the nylon head of the 

impact hammer and the acquisition chain records the load history and acceleration 

measurements. The instant of impact is estimated according a certain threshold on 

acceleration measurements. The algorithm then estimates the modal participation vector 

�� = 0.024,0.026,0.0082 
! and the impact duration � = 2.7��. The collinearity 

tolerance is set to 25° and the discrimination procedure successfully identifies the 

impacted element with the two candidate points that are represented on Figure 4. The 

acceleration data at sensor location are successfully reconstructed using the estimated 

main impact parameters found by the algorithm, as shown on Figure 5.   

 

        
Figure 4: Localization of an impact applied with the nylon head (blue circle: sensor node, black 

cross: impact location, black circle: candidate nodes found by the algorithm) 

 
Figure 5: Reconstruction of the acceleration at sensor location 
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The estimated load history using the half-sine model is compared on Figure 6 with the 

experimental data. Even if the actual impact shape is not a half-sine the algorithm 

successfully captures the intensity and the duration of the impact. 

  

 
Figure 6: Reconstruction of impact load history 

4.2.2. Impact campaign results 

 

Impacts are applied on the centre of each element of the grid except on border elements 

with various impact intensities.  

 

If the method performs a successful � localization a green cross is represented at impact 

location and a red cross linked to the farthest candidate if not as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Successfull (left) and failed (right) � localization of the impact  

 

Figure 8 shows that 34/36 impacts are successfully localized within the proximity 

tolerance � and all the impacts are localized within 1.5�. 
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Figure 8: Localization map with the nylon impact hammer head 

 

The same impact campaign is performed with the stainless steel head of the impact 

hammer. A typical load history is represented on Figure 9 and shows the presence of 

multiple impacts of very short durations.  

 

 
Figure 9: Typical load history with the steel head 

 

The frequency content of the excitation with the stainless steel head requires using the 

six first vibration modes. The natural pulsations and modal dampings of the three 

additional modes are experimentally estimated (�!" = 2454 ���/�,�!" = 2700 ���/

�, �!" = 3438 ���/� and �! = 0.32%, �! = 0.09%, �! = 0.14%). Figure 10 shows 

that 35/36 impacts are successfully localized within the proximity tolerance � and all the 

impacts are localized within 1.5�. 
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Figure 10: Localization map with the steel impact hammer head 

4.3. Discussion 

 

Experimental results show that one accelerometer only smartly positioned allows a 

quick assessment of main impact parameters �, �,� , with a good accuracy. The 

quality of the impact identification does not depend on the distance between the impact 

point and the sensor location for these plate dimensions. The condition number of the 

matrix to be inverted in (4) can be minimized with an appropriate choice of sampling 

period, measurement duration, sensor location and modes selection. 

Even with multiple impacts and measurement noise the method is robust and the same 

performances are reached with the soft and the rigid head. This is a consequence of the 

collinearity tolerance parameter in the discrimination procedure that allows estimation 

errors on the modal participation vector. It can be shown for the plate that the maximum 

allowable collinearity tolerance to ensure an � localization is actually quite important.  

The number of modes that must be selected in the analysis depends on the frequency 

content of the excitation. Only 3 modes are necessary with the soft nylon head whereas 

6 modes are necessary with the rigid steel head because higher modes are significantly 

excited. As for the simply supported beam, it can be shown that the knowledge of the 

contribution of the 3 first modes in the response is sufficient to completely determine 

any impact point. Yet the 3 first modes contributions are not estimated accurately 

enough with the steel head. It can be shown that the estimation error depends on the 

truncation error and that more modes must be taken into account if the impact duration 

is very short. An iterative procedure starting with the minimum theoretical number of 

modes must be used. 

The impact identification computation time is short given that the least-squares problem 

dimension is � + 1 = 4 (modal participation vector and impact duration). Once the 

modal participation vector �� is estimated � = 161 scalar products are computed to 

find out which columns of �� are collinear with ��, within the collinearity tolerance. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

An impact identification technique based on the estimation of the modal participation 

vector has been presented and experimentally validated on a rectangular aluminium 

plate undergoing various impacts. The main idea was to capture the contribution of 

specific vibration modes in the measured response as a signature of impact parameters. 

A criterion based on mode shapes is proposed for the choice of the sensor location and 

it is shown that acceleration measurements are more advantageous to reduce the 

condition number of the problem than displacement measurements. Experimental 

results show a quick and good estimation of impact point localization, impact intensity 

and duration with help of one accelerometer only.  

This approach is applicable to a complex structure given that both geometry and 

material properties are embedded in mode shapes that can be experimentally or 

numerically estimated. The method has been numerically validated on a cylinder 

clamped on three points and results show that one sensor could localize an impact 

knowing the contribution of the five first vibration modes. 

For a large structure multiple sensors can be used to significantly improve identification 

accuracy. Further work is in progress to extend the method to a wider class of impact 

load histories. 

This impact detection technique could have a promising application for real-time 

monitoring of impact events on a more complex structure such as an aircraft. 
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